
Category
Equipment

Stanley knife
Floor cleaner free of Chlorine of Citrus.
2 people
Heavy weights
Robe

Instruction
Clean the surface. It is important to get all materials, grease and other residue removed from the surface. The tape will stick, but will
otherwise stick on the grease. You will feel and see if the floor is clean. Remove all the water and make sure the floor is 100% dry. Warning:
for new concreet floors; remove the concrete veil. This is a hard to remove layer, but really important to remove. You will see and feel the
difference.

Mark the floor at the beginning and the end were the walkway should be in the length. Get your rope and place it on top of the markings with
the help of some heavy weights. Make sure the rope is really tensioned between the weights. Donot be afraid the rope will break. When you
lift the rope and you drop the rope it should drop back to the same point. You can use the rope as a steady reference to place the walkway in
the right position.

Unwind the role and rewind it with the blue liner facing outwards. when you have multiple roles available use these as center, otherwise the
cardbaord role. The extra weight of the extra role, will save time sticking the role to the floor.

Move the role to thestarting postion, unwind the frist meter. Make sure it perfectly lines up with your the rope. Remove the first 40 cm of
backliner and push it under the rest of the material. Stick the first piece of material to the floor. Make sure it is ligned up perfectly, it will
make therest easier.
Person 2 will push back the role and pull the backliner from under te role. He will keep removing the backliner as person 1 sticks the
walkway to the floor.
Person 1 can now start aplying the walkway to the floor by slowly pushing it forward. As soon as the role moves away from your rope, role it
back, correct the role and stick it on again.
Any folds in the material aftr apllying is caused by a bend in the walkway while aplying.
When finishd check of the walkway sticks on every position to the floor, other wise role something heavy over the walkway to make sure it
sticks.

Enjoy your result
Tips The walkway needs 24 upto 48 hours to rest and to make the perfect sticky connection to the floor.

Tips
Donot be to afraid of removing the walkway when you stick it on the floor. Small pieces can be removed and replace when it was not hardly 
precised onto the floor.
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